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Abstract 

This research examines if an indistinguishable, or equal, frequency response of a software plug-in 
that is emulating an analog equalizer can be reconstructed using a more standard digital equalizer  
such as one incorporated with a digital audio workstation (DAW). It is narrowed down to solely 
involve high frequency bands by analyzing the emulating plug-ins hi-shelving filters. A two-
comparison forced choice ABX-test was conducted to verify the hypotheses and the results show 
that the difference between the original and the reconstructed hi-shelving filter was inaudible to the 
listening test participants. Further research and application for these findings is discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The aim and research question 

The aim of this research is to examine if there is an audible difference between the incorporated 
equalizer of a DAW and the more expensive third party equalizer plug-in if the frequency responses 
output of the two is the same. A listening test will be conducted relying on the outcome of the 
measuring and analysis to see if an experienced listeners can notice a difference. The test will be an 
ABX-test (two-comparison forced choice) with the following base:

- Null hypothesis: signal A sounds the same as signal B 
- Alternative hypothesis: The difference between signal A and signal B can be heard 

The research will be narrowed down to analyzing only the processing of the hi-shelving filters of 
the analog emulating equalizer so that the Q-factor of the equalizer should affect the experiment as 
little as possible. 

Research question: Is it possible to create an indistinguishable or equal frequency response between a 
digital equalizer and an analog emulating equalizer plug-in? 

1.2 Background 

Equalizers are widely used whenever audio is being processed. It can be applied to a source for 
bandlimiting, audibility enhancement, system design, fixed installments, in post- and music 
production, for sound reinforcement, for manipulating or changing the coloration and timbre of a 
sound and much more. Therefore all different types, all part of the equalizers evolution, are still 
used today for different applications and sounds. And to make the right choices for the right 
application we need to understand the equipment we select to use AND the terminology in order to 
use them right. [1] 
 Many audio and mixing engineers today see themselves mixing musical productions "in the 
box”, that is, using their computers and DAW instead of an analog console and plug-ins instead of  
hardware outboard. A question that mixing digitally raises is the comparison often made to analog 
mixing. That has resulted in a world of emulations of analog gear often preferred thanks to their 
claimed ability give the so often desired analog “feel” and sound to the digital domain. This analog 
feature is often expressed as a warm and natural sounding addition to the otherwise “colder” 
sounding digital domain. This warmth and natural feel is something that the analog gear is 
considered to have by default [2, 3, 4, 5]. 
 Since these exclusive plug-ins are available of purchase and and are described to sound as the 
"real deal" [3, 4, 5] (the analog original they duplicate) this research aim to see if all these tools are 
necessary or if the attraction and seduction of a plug-in marked with a classic and established make 
or type (Neve, API, SSL or other leading brands) and wearing their design clouds our judgement. 
Maybe the graphic similarity makes the engineer change the parameters until it sounds like the 
analog reference, making it sound like it should instead of shaping the “sonic goal” with the 
parameters of the included equalizer in the selected DAW. What sonic goal means is to have a clear 
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vision for the result of the processing [6]. So by knowing the sound and functions of a plug-in or an 
analog gear, and having that sound as a sonic goal, an alternative tool to the emulating plug-in 
might be able to give the same sounding result.  
 This research do not aim to dive into the discussion wether analog or digital is the best way to 
mix. This is about if the analog, warm and natural sound that these emulating plug-ins are described 
to have makes a difference if an equal frequency response is created only by using the tools 
included with my DAW. The processors that will be under the microscope are solely equalizers and 
of the digital plug-in kind. A discussion of analog vs. digital is ongoing and will probably continue 
for a few more generations of audio engineers. The most convincing arguments for mixing digital 
are probably the economical factors. A DAW is far less expensive and need not as much, if even 
any, maintenance in comparison to an analog workstation considering the demands on amount of 
gear required for mixing popular music. This research is on digital equalizer emulations and if 
creating an equal frequency response of settings on an analog emulating equalizer plug-in can be 
recreated with the equalizers included with the installation of a DAW. These emulating plug-ins still 
fill the purpose of giving the experienced audio engineer and user of analog gear a recognizable 
interface when working in a DAW, meaning that workflow is not changed to much. But how about 
the next generation of audio engineers? Those who never might come in contact with a fully analog 
workstation? To them the interface might really not matter if knowing how to reach the same 
desired result using another method. So if knowing how to shape the frequency response curves an 
emulating plug-in gives could be an alternative to buying it, even though the actual settings of the 
parameters may differ the sound may be precise. So this is not a matter of replacing and 
condemning as much as it is of giving an alternative.   
 According to Denis A. Bohn it will not matter what type or make of equalizer that is being 
used if the frequency response, when comparing two different kinds of equalizers, is exactly the 
same. So by analyzing a frequency responses of an equalizer plug-in that is emulating an analog 
equalizer and then reproducing a copy, or as close as possible, of the frequency response with an 
onboard DAW-equalizer (using the same program material), the outcome should be the same 
sounding and pleasing result. [1] “Tightly controlled A-B testing demonstrates that all equalizers 
designs, creating the same exact frequency curve (important - it must be identical) are 
indistinguishable, it does not matter whether they are passive or active, proportionaI-Q or constant- 
Q, LC or RC, fixed band or parametric, or operate in the frequency or time domain. ... a transfer 
function is a transfer function is a transfer function.” [1] 
 If what this quote reads is credible our preferences and the target descriptors we have when 
using equalizers and other audio processing units may be of lesser importance than we might expect 
(or even dare to admit). The terms “warm”, “bright”, “dark”, “tinny”, and many others words of 
expression we choose to use describing our preferences for sonic goals might be something that can 
be overlooked at least when it comes to equalizing and choosing between various equalizers. [7] 
They might not be that different as long as we understand the terminology and choose the right type 
of equalizer instead of the one we blindly see as “the right one”. [1] 
 As quoted above it should not matter what type or make of equalizer that is used if the 
frequency response, when comparing two different kinds of equalizers, is exactly the same. By 
analyzing a frequency response of an analog emulating equalizer plug-in setting and using the result 
to reproduce an exact, or as close as possible, copy with a DAW equalizer a null frequency 
difference ought to be reached. Applying an analog emulating plug-in and the DAW equalizer to 
two tracks carrying the same program material and phase reversing one of them should thereby 
leave only the differences, if there are any, left to hear. 
 To take into consideration is that the emulator manufacturers mentions other features than the 
shape of the frequency curves that affects the sound of the plug-in. These features can of course 
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make an audible difference and be a holdback to the reproduction of the frequency response. The 
features are such as added harmonic distortion and noise, also emulated from the original analog 
gear. What effect does these features have and can an engineer get along just as well without them? 
The chosen plug-ins has the possibility to bypass this feature. Since this is mentioned as a top 
feature the analysis of the frequency response will be done with the analog feature engaged.  
 Also the phase relations might be different between the emulating plug-in and the DAW 
equalizer and latency due to computer operation might challenge the experiment. Offline processing 
might exclude the latter. This will of course be taken into consideration if it occurs as a problem and 
dealt with if revealed and necessary calibrations will be made. 
 It is necessary to have knowledge about what different types of filters the emulated equalizers 
might have. Different types may have their own way of processing the incoming signal and what 
may seem to be the same adjustable parameter of one type might affect the signal in a different way 
using another. Adjusting the same settings on equalizers of various make may result in a 
significantly sonic difference depending on what actually happens when the knobs are turned 
because of the filter types used in the design. [1] 
 The variable equalizer is in difference to the fixed equalizer (as the name implies) 
configurable and adjustable by the user, or the operator, and are most commonly used and known 
as graphic equalizers or parametric equalizers. But there are more things to learn about what differs 
them apart from what might be obvious when you glance upon them, assuming their appearances 
are clearly different from one another, and how you use them. It is also of importance to know what 
happens when they are used, and how and why what might seem to be the same settings on two 
equalizers may vary when applied to the same source. And to understand this and to be able to use 
the equipment right it is important to clarify the terminology. [1] 
 Equalize (and early choice of word), lift or boost are synonyms and the choice of which of 
these terms to use has no specific difference. It is the same when it comes to attenuate, dip or cut. In 
this essay I choose to use the terms boost and cut as I assume they are the most commonly used in 
todays publications and also for my own convenience. 
 Wether you boost or cut when using an equalizer it might be good to know that the equalizer 
might not act as you expect. When a center frequency is selected for an occasion when you might 
want to boost and sweep through the frequency spectrum to find the frequency you wish to cut, the 
actual cut might not be an exact inverse of the boost. If boost and are exact inverses of each other 
depends on if it is a symmetrical equalizer or an asymmetrical equalizer meaning that the boost or 
cut settings are reciprocal or non-reciprocal. These differences and your choice of how and when to 
use it might be of great importance. The center frequency is the “main frequency”, selected for 
boost or cut. It is around this frequency that the various types and shapes of boost and cuts act 
regardless of which type of equalizer or shape of filter that is discussed. [1] 
 Q-factor and bell, or peak, filters are common terms used when talking about equalizers. The 
Q-factor is the parameter that sets the bandwidth of each filter of an equalizer. Changing the Q-
factor (if it is not fixed) may also affect the slopes and over all shape of the filter apart from its gain 
which is set by the gain or boost parameter. Bell and peak filters has slopes on both sides of its 
center frequency unlike shelving filters which operates from the center frequency and all the way to 
the top of the total bandwidth (commonly 20 Hz to 20 kHz) for hi-shelving and all the way down 
for low-shelving filters. [1] 
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1.3 Target Descriptors 

The words used when to describe a sonic goal when shaping or modifying sounds can implicate a 
different idea depending on the preferences of the persons discussing. Preferences between audio 
engineers, music producers and musicians when recording, mixing or mastering a production may 
differ. But also two audio engineers might not agree on the others choice of words when describing 
a sound. This sometimes makes these words, or target descriptors, confusing terms to use. But still 
they are of importance when it comes to both the artistic and technical views when a source needs a 
change of timbre or technical aid to bring the production forward and in the desired direction. And a 
descriptor that means one thing while processing a source or using a type of gear might imply 
something else to another source or processor. [7] 
 These target descriptors may be words like warm or bright, tinny or dark [7] to describe what 
is heard. It can also be that a sound source needs an analog feel or that it need to sound more 
smooth or natural. At many times this is a matter of adding harmonic distortion and noise to a 
recording [3, 4, 5] giving it the those desired “artifacts” of analog equipment that might appear as 
the opposite to the definition of a high quality equalizer. 
 Since analog processors are emulated, the software plug-ins are not only supposed to have the 
same functions, parameters and sound but also its artifacts. This is so that the target descriptors and 
preferences the user has, if knowing about the analog original, matches with what happens when the 
plug-in is in use. [3, 4, 5]
 What these target descriptors means to an engineer, musician or producer, or the preferences 
they have when using a certain tool will not be examined in this essay. But it is worth mentioning 
since these words are used by plug-in manufacturers and also because the participants of the 
listening test might have them in mind when making their choices. 

1.4 Noticeable Differences 

The attempt to try and recreate frequency responses of the emulating equalizers plug-ins with 
another equalizers may not be trouble free when it comes to sound levels. Gaining frequencies and 
bands with the intention of creating an exact copy of all the levels may be limited by the DAW 
equalizers gain stages even though they might highly variable. But what is the threshold for what 
changes in level our human ear can perceive? A change of 0.3-2 dB sound level change is shown to 
be enough for us to notice. It however varies from person to person and it may also decay due to 
fatigue when exposed to sound for a longer period of time. Sensitivity for level changes also decays 
the higher the sound pressure levels are. However music is commonly dynamic in its arrangement, 
voicing, strumming and sound levels which makes the frequency content non static and also 
broadband. This can be assumed to mask the smallest differences during a listening test compared 
to measurements and tests made with single sinus tones. [8]  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2. Method 

2.1 In the DAW 

Both the experimentation of attempts to create an equal frequency responses and the recording and 
processing of the stimulus were performed in Avid’s Pro Tools 10. [9]  

2.1.1 Plug-ins used for the experiment 
The software plug-ins selected for the research are: 

- Waves VEQ4 (RTAS) (emulating Neve 1081 EQ) [3] 
- Waves API 550A EQ (RTAS) (emulating 60’s API 550A EQ) [4] 
- Waves SSL G-Channel (RTAS) (emulating SSL 4000 EQ) [5] 
- The Digidesign 7-band EQ III incorporated with Pro Tools will be the DAW equalizer. [9] 
- Waves Q-clone and Q-capture (RTAS) [10] 
-  Signal Generator [9]

2.1.2 Waves VEQ4 [3] 
The Waves V-series VEQ4 is modeled from the classic 1081 EQ  (Neve) and is described to provide 
a perfect emulation with  the inclusion of the so often desired warmth, right amount of harmonic 
distortion and noise which altogether gives a vintage and analog feel to its use the digital domain. 
 It is a four-band, high q equalizer which is highly suitable for mixing individual instruments. 
It takes great pride in its analog sound feature, which can be turned on or off with the “Analog” 
switch. It gives the modeling of harmonic distortion and and noise of the analog 1081. Other 
functions are “Phase” (polarity switch), “EQ” on or off for bypass, “Trim” for nominal output gain 
and filters settings listed below. 

Low- and Hi-pass filter, LP/HP: 
- LF frequencies: 27 Hz, 47 Hz, 82 Hz, 150 Hz, 270 Hz 
- HF frequencies: 18 kHz, 12 kHz, 8.7 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 3.9 kHz 

Low Frequency filter, LF: +/- 18dB/octave slope at 33 Hz, 56 Hz, 100 Hz, 180 Hz or 330 Hz. It also 
has a switch for bell or shelving type filter. 

Low Mid Frequency filter, LMF and High Mid Frequency filter, HMF: +/- 18dB adjustable gain 
with two switchable Q settings. Selecting “HiQ” gives a steeper bell filter. 
- LMF Frequencies: 220 Hz, 270 Hz, 330 Hz, 390 Hz, 470 Hz, 560 Hz, 680 Hz, 820 Hz, 1 kHz, 1.2 
kHz 
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- HMF Frequencies: 1.5 kHz, 1.8 kHz, 2.2 kHz, 2.7 kHz, 3.3 kHz, 3.9 kHz, 4.7 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 8.2 
kHz 

High Frequency filter, HF: no slope specified, has a switch for shelving or bell type filter. 
- HF frequencies: 3.3 kHz, 4.7 kHz, 6.8 kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz. Q-factor is fixed for shelving filter. 

2.1.3 Waves API 550A [4] 
This equalizer plug-in is an emulation of the 1960’s API 550A EQ 
(today reissued under the name API 550A (SW) [11]) which is a three-
band equalizer that describes to deliver a “smooth, natural and 
musical sound”. The three bands are low frequency LF, mid frequency 
MF and high frequency HF. The plug-in, like the analog original, is of 
the type proportional-q and the parameters of all three band are 
stepped. Each band has five selectable center frequencies, five boost 
and five cut steps. Equalization is reciprocal for all bands. Both the LF 
and the HF can be selected individually to act as shelving or bell filter. 
 Other parameters of the API550A are a bandpass filter of 50 Hz 
to 15 kHz in or out, polarity switch (180 degrees), variable output gain, 
“IN” for equalizer on or off, “Trim” for nominal output gain and 
“Analog” on or off. Analog is roughly described as “analog modeling” 
without any further details. 

- Low band frequencies: 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz, 400 Hz 
- Mid band frequencies: 0.4 kHz, 0.8 kHz, 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz, 5 kHz 
- High band frequencies: 5 kHz, 7 kHz, 10 kHz, 12.5 kHz, 15 kHz 

Gain stages for all bands are +/- 2, 4, 6, 9, 12 dB. Q-factor is fixed for shelving filter. 

2.1.4 Waves SSL G-Equalizer [5] 
This plug-in is a parametric equalizer developed through a partnership between Waves Audio an 
Solid State Logic (SSL) and is one of three resulted plug-ins. The plug-in is said to give the “mix in 
the box” engineer the same sound they know from the analog equalizer. The Waves SSL G-
Equalizer is an emulation of the SSL G 292 EQ which is often used by engineers to shape the 
special characteristic sound of SSL. 

Apart from the filter settings there is also adjustable settings for output gain, phase (polarity 
switch), “Trim” for nominal output gain, “EQ IN” for equalizer on or off and “Analog” on or off.  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With Analog turned on the plug-in gives the emulation of harmonic distortion and noise 
incorporated in the analog gear. 

High Pass filter, HP 
18 dB/octave variable from 16 Hz to 350 Hz. Can be turned on or off.  

Low Frequency Filter 
+/- 17 dB gain, shelving filter ranging from 30 Hz to 450 Hz 

Low Medium Frequency 
Gain varies depending on which Q is set. Low Q, 0.10, gives +/- 15dB and High Q, 3.5, gives +/- 
20 dB. “÷3” divides the center frequency by 3. Frequency range is 200 Hz to 2.5 kHz. 

High Medium Frequency 
Gain varies depending on which Q is set. Low Q, 0.10, gives +/- 15dB and High Q, 3.5, gives +/- 
20 dB. “x3” multiplies the center frequency by 3. Frequency range is 600 Hz to 7 kHz. 

High Frequency Filter 
+/- 17 dB gain, shelving filter ranging from 1.5 kHz to 16 kHz. Q-factor is fixed for shelving filter. 

2.1.5 Digidesign EQIII [9] 
The Digidesign EQIII is installed with Avid Pro Tools. The EQIII consist of 7 individual bands, all 
with their own enable button. It is a parametric equalizer and has a frequency graph display where 
each band is displayed with its own dedicated color. A white line shows the summed frequency 
response from all combined enabled bands. 

 
High-Pass or Low Notch filter 
20 Hz to 8 kHz. HPF slope 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB/octave, notch Q range 0.1 to 10. 
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Low-Pass or High Notch 
120 Hz to 20 kHz, LPF slope 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB/octave, notch Q range 0.1 to 10. 

Low Shelf or Low Peak 
20 Hz to 500 Hz, shelf Q range 0.1 to 2.0 and gain +/- 12 dB, peak Q range 0.1 to 10 and gain +/- 
18 dB. 

Low-Mid Peak 
40 Hz to 1 kHz, Q range 0.1 to 10 and gain +/-18 dB 
Mid Peak 
125 Hz to 8 kHz, Q range 0.1 to 10 and gain +/-18 dB 

High-Mid Peak 
200 Hz to 18 kHz, Q range 0.1 to 10 and gain +/-18 dB 

High Shelf or High Peak 
1.8 Hz to 20 kHz, shelf Q range 0.1 to 2.0 and gain +/- 12 dB, peak Q range 0.1 to 10 and gain +/- 
18 dB. 

2.1.6 Description of the experiment 
For the frequency analysis of the equalizer plug-in outputs Waves Q-clone and Q-capture was 
chosen for its real time analysis and easy to understand interface and overview. 
 Q-clone is an equalizers sampling plug-in that that together with Q-capture enables the user to 
replicate and save settings of an analog outboard equalizer through frequency analysis and then 
apply it as a plug-in (with fixed settings) in the preferred DAW. However, in this experiment it is 
the Q-captures and Q-clones abilities as a signal generator and graphic representation of the 
frequency content that is desired and used. And it is also routed within the DAW via an Auxiliary 
channel strip (AUX) instead of out through an analog device. 

Signal path setup in  Pro Tools 10: 

- Experiment AUX channel: 
Input: Bus 1 
Output: Bus 2 

- Q-capture Audio channel: 
Input: Bus 2 
Output: Bus 1 

- Q-clone AUX: 
Input: no input (routing handled by Q-capture) 
Output: no output (routing handled by Q-capture) 
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Fig. 1 - Setup viewed from Mixer-window i Pro Tools

The following procedure was carried out on and repeated for all Waves equalizer plug-ins, each 
with 3 different gain stages: +2dB, +6dB and +9dB. For this example the analog emulating 
equalizers are represented by the +6dB setting on the Waves API 550A. 

- Waves API550A is applied to Experiment AUX with +6dB @ 10 kHz, Hi-shelving. 
- Q-clone is set to “Capture”-mode and a graphic view of the frequency response of that setting 

now appears (Fig. 2). 
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- Q-clone is changed to “Hold”-mode. The graphic frequency response now freezes. 
- Waves API550A is bypassed (graphic still frozen) 
- Digidesign EQIII is applied to Experiment AUX and set to +6dB @ 10 kHz, Hi-shelving. 
- Q-clone is switched to “Capture”-mode. A frequency response of the EQIII appears. The graphic 

views show that the two plug-in with the same setting vary a lot from each other (Fig. 3-4). 

- The following procedure consists of several attempts to adjust the parameters and filters of the 
EQIII until its graphic frequency responses resembles the one of the API550A (Fig. 5-6). 

- An Audio Channel is also added to the session and applied with a noise generator. The output of 
this channel is routed to Bus 7. Bus 7 is also routed as input to two more Audio Channels, EQIII 
and API, to which each plug-ins results are applied. A recording of an acoustic guitar is also 
imported to each of the two channels. By doing this the amount of cancellation can be tried out by 
simply phase-reversing one of the plug-ins using either the signal generator or the acoustic guitar 
as input. This process is repeated until the desired amount of cancellation is reached, maintaining 
an as indistinguishable resemblance of the frequency responses shown by the Q-clone as possible. 
The aim is complete cancellation. The settings of the two different equalizers are saved as plug-in 
presets and named by emulating plug-in, gain stage and center frequency, i.e API 6dB @ 10kHz, 
for both the Waves plug-in and corresponding EQIII with modified setting. 
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 The total amount of unique presets acquired is 18: 9 for the three different gain stages of the 
three Waves equalizer plug-ins and 9 more for the EQIII versions of the their frequency response. 
This experiment was carried out before the recording of stimulus had been made. 
 During various stages of this process it was tried out to find any audible differences between 
having the analog feature of the plug-ins engaged or bypassed. A method of applying two equal 
plug-ins with equal settings, apart from that one of them was phase reversed, was applied to the 
same track to try and notice audible differences left out from the cancellation but none was however 
noticed. This was both tried out for playback with acoustic guitar, noise generator and in pause. 

2.2 The Recording of Stimulus 

The recording of the stimulus was performed 2012.03.14 at the Institution for Art, Communication 
and Learning in Piteå (Luleå University of Technology). Rooms G113 (control room) and G114 
(studio) were chosen for the occasion because of its tight and damp space. The recording was made 
by myself as engineer and with the help from experienced musicians.  
 The aim was to achieve an as clean and wide range recording as possible of the instruments 
using an high sensitivity and low noise omnidirectional microphone with an as natural reproduction 
as available. The recording overlooked any artistic, mixing or music production considerations that 
in other cases of recording might be of interest, but not here. Sample rate was set to 48 kHz and bit 
depth to 24 bit. 
 The stimulus for the listening test is a recording of an acoustic guitar strumming chords and 
glockenspiel playing a short melody. The acoustic guitar was chosen because of its wide frequency 
range when full chords are strum and because it is a pleasant source to apply a high shelving 
filtering to. And also it is a frequently appearing segment in contemporary music productions. The 
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glockenspiel was chosen because of its more narrow but high intensity frequency range that might 
reveal other effects and artifacts of the hi-shelving filter apart from the acoustic guitar. 

2.2.1 Equipment used for the recording of stimulus 
- DPA 4006 condenser microphone (omni directional) 
- Millennia HV-3D preamplifier 
- iMac 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo with iOS X 10.5.8  
- Digidesign Pro Tools 8.0.1 
- Digidesign Digi002 Audio Interface 
- Beyerdynamic DT250/80Ω headphones 
- Samson S-Phone headphone amplifier 
- Genelec 1030 studio monitors 
- Presonus monitor station (used for talkback) 

 

 

2.2.2 The Edit of Stimulus 
Once the recordings of acoustic guitar and glockenspiel had been made they were edited to be of a 
proper length to avoid unnecessary fatigue and given a smooth start and ending with fade tools to 
avoid disturbance from noise, potential room tones or clicks. However no fade in were placed upon 
any musical performance and fade outs were all placed after the last chord or tone. 

Stimuli length 
- Acoustic guitar:  10.9 seconds 
- Glockenspiel:  10.2 seconds 

Next step was the rendering of the equalizer presets (2.1.2) to the audio files using AudioSuite [9] in 
Pro Tools. The acoustic guitar and glockenspiel audio file regions (Clips in Pro Tools) were 
duplicated to the amount of files needed and each was rendered with its unique equalizer preset and 
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also named thereafter. The total amount of clips rendered with presets is 36. They were spaced 
along the Edit window in columns sorted by gain stage and channel sorted by equalizer type. A 
complete list of the result of the experiment with screenshots of the equalizer settings saved as 
presets can be found in Appendix (6.1). 

Edit window i Pro Tools showing rendered and named Clips 

2.3 The Listening Test 
The results of the experiment was used in an A/B/X-test (two-comparison forced choice) making it 
"Identify the reference (X)". I.e. in a trial example "A" is VEQ4 and "B" is EQIII and the subjects 
identified which of A or B that was the same as the hidden reference X, which was either VEQ4 or 
EQIII. This might show if there is an audible difference, assuming that the frequency response-test 
gives the expected result or close. For the execution of the listening test Audio Research Labs 
software STEP (Subjective Training and Evaluation Program 1.08) was used. It is a PC-based 
computer program for audio presentations and subjective evaluation suitable for this research.[12] 
 The number of stimulus (called Signals in STEP) was 36 (the 36 unique AudioSuited clips 
described in The Edit of Stimulus) divided into 18 comparable pairs, i.e. Waves API550A + 2dB @ 
10 kHz Hi-Shelving versus the EQIII version of that frequency response. All comparisons were 
repeated twice in a randomized order which gave a total of 36 trials per participant. It was repeated 
twice to obtain as much data as possible per comparison without wearing out the participants. 
 Below is a table of the stimulus made for STEP. Each signal also had its own equal frequency 
response duplicate made with EQIII. 
 The listening test was performed with mobile equipment in order of making it as easy and 
comfortable as possible for the listeners to participate thus gaining the amount of listeners and data 
required. The set and obtained number of listeners were 20 people, all experienced listeners and 
users of equalizers. Before the test started they were all given the choice of performing the test in 
Trial mode for two minutes in order to avoid later confusion, have a look at the STEP-interface, 
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adjust a comfortable volume to their headphones and ask potential questions about the test. The 
interface for trial mode did however seem to confuse the listeners since the reference X did not 
appear as a playback alternative and only A and B did. For this reason most listeners decided to skip 
the trial mode. The listeners were in full control over the playback volume throughout the test in 
order to set the preferred level which they are used when mixing and processing audio and using 
headphones as monitor. 

2.3.1 Equipment used for the listening test 
- PC 
- Beyerdynamic DT250/80Ω headphones 
- MOTU UltraLite MK3 Hybrid (audio interface)  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SIGNAL EMULATING PLUG-IN EQUAL EQIII INSTRUMENT

Signal 1 API 550A +2 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as API 550A +2 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 2 API 550A +6 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as API 550A +6 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 3 API 550A +9 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as API 550A +9 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 4 SSL G Eq +2 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as SSL G Eq +2 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 5 SSL G Eq +6 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as SSL G Eq +6 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 6 SSL G Eq +9 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as SSL G Eq +9 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 7 VEQ4 +2 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as VEQ4 +2 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 8 VEQ4 +6 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as VEQ4 +6 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 9 VEQ4 +9 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as VEQ4 +9 dB @ 10 kHz Acoustic guitar

Signal 10 API 550A +2 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as API 550A +2 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 11 API 550A +6 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as API 550A +6 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 12 API 550A +9 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as API 550A +9 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 13 SSL G Eq +2 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as SSL G Eq +2 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 14 SSL G Eq +6 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as SSL G Eq +6 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 15 SSL G Eq +9 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as SSL G Eq +9 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 16 VEQ4 +2 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as VEQ4 +2 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 17 VEQ4 +6 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as VEQ4 +6 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel

Signal 18 VEQ4 +9 dB @ 10 kHz EQIII as VEQ4 +9 dB @ 10 kHz Glockenspiel
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2.3.2 Analysis of data [13] 
The collected data from the listening test will be analyzed by using recommended Chi-Squared 
table and formula motivated by the high amount of trials and amount of data. The probability of 
chance occurrence is set to p = 0.025 which means that the results of the Chi-Squared formula must 
exceed 5.024 to prove the hypothesis that a difference can be heard between example A and B and 
that the choices made by the listeners were not done randomly. p = 0.025 is set  

Chi-Squared formula:  5.024  =  4 · (x-n/2)²  
           n 

Where n is the number of trials and x is the number correct answers. 

Calculations and presentation of the collected data are performed using Numbers 1.0.3 from iWork 
08. 

2.3.3 The Survey 
Each participant of the listening test were given a survey with instruction to read before proceeding 
to the test and a three questions to answer afterwards. They were also given the opportunity to leave 
comments. The survey can be found as an appendix, however, due to the origin of the participants 
the survey was all in Swedish. 

Questions: 
1. Did you ever experience that an impression of analog warmth or naturalness decided weather A 

or B was the same as X? 
2. Do you think that the audible difference between alternative A and B (if you experienced any 

difference) is so big that it would actually matter when mixing a music production? 
3. Were there any audible artifacts that affected your decisions? 

First question was asked to see if any of A or B ever gave an impression of having a more analog 
feel than the other. It will not be evaluated if any of the examples might have had it, however it is 
interesting to see if the participants ever noticed anything on that matter. The second question was 
asked to see if the participants thinks that the difference, if heard, between examples A and B in any 
trial is of that much importance that it would matter and be audible when mixing a music 
production, adding all sorts of instruments to an arrangement and further processing. The last 
question was chosen to verify that the listening test and its stimulus were well recorded and edited 
so that none of that affected their choices. 
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3. Results And Analysis 

3.1 Signal 1 to 18 Score 

The results of this table, do not reach to the set Chi-Squared limit (5.024). This concludes that the 
probability of chance occurrence is to high (p > 0.025). According to the results of the Chi-Squared 
formula it can not be said with 97.5% reliability that the listeners heard any difference between 
examples A and B in any of the trials. Thereof the alternative hypothesis that can not be proven and 
the null hypothesis is adopted. Some signals did however reach higher numbers, i.e. Signals 9, 14 
and 15. But it is still not high enough to say that it is not due to chance.  

3.2 Listeners Score 

This table shows the score from the ABX-test (two-comparison forced choice) and also the results 
of the Chi-Squared calculations. The results of the Chi-Squared formula shows that none of the 
listeners results reach up to the set Chi-Squared limit (5.024). To reach this limit a score of 24.7 was 
needed. This concludes that the probability of chance occurrence is to high (p > 0.025). Thereby it 
can not be said with 97.5% reliability that the listeners heard any difference and so the alternative 
hypothesis can thereof not be proven and the null hypothesis is again adopted. Neither did any of 
the listeners results differ that much from the others that it can be seen as to deviant. Every signal 
was repeated twice and the tables last three columns show the score of how many times they made 
0, 1 or 2 correct answers out of the two times.  
 This table should however not to be seen as the main result since the test subjects quality can 
not be judged by x out of 36. This since A and B in most trials were so close to indistinguishable 
that their choices can be assumed to have been random. If there had been an audible difference 
between A and B a it might have been heard and choices would not have been random. 

SIGNAL SCORE (x) TRIALS (n) PERCENT CHI-SQUARED
Signal 1 25 40 62,5 % 2,5
Signal 2 19 40 47,5 % 0,1
Signal 3 17 40 42,5 % 0,9
Signal 4 18 40 45,0 % 0,4
Signal 5 24 40 60,0 % 1,6
Signal 6 24 40 60,0 % 1,6
Signal 7 18 40 45,0 % 0,4
Signal 8 16 40 40,0 % 1,6
Signal 9 14 40 35,0 % 3,6
Signal_10 22 40 55,0 % 0,4
Signal_11 20 40 50,0 % 0
Signal_12 18 40 45,0 % 0,4
Signal_13 24 40 60,0 % 1,6
Signal_14 27 40 67,5 % 4,9
Signal_15 14 40 35,0 % 3,6
Signal_16 17 40 42,5 % 0,9
Signal_17 22 40 55,0 % 0,4
Signal_18 18 40 45,0 % 0,4
Total 357 720 49,6 % 0,05
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3.3 The Surveys 

Here follows is a short summary of some of the comments left on the survey by the listeners.  

1. Did you ever experience that an impression of analog warmth or naturalness decided weather A 
or B was the same as X?  

Six of the listeners answers “yes” to this question. A more common difference noticed was that 
some examples appeared “softer” and one listeners also described specifically the transients to have 
been softer in some trials. And in contrast to softness it was also mentioned that in some examples 
either A or B sounded more nasal than the other and that this helped them with selecting one of 
them to be the same as X. 

2. Do you think that the audible difference between alternative A and B (if you experienced any 
difference) is so big that it would actually matter when mixing a music production?  

Only one listener answered yes to this question. Others were more reserved to state so. That the 
plug-in interface might make a difference in how we perceive the sound is mentioned and also that 
only the really zealous engineer may beg the differ. The most common comment is that no one will 
hear a difference between the two in a multichannel mixing session but maybe in a more stripped 
down production. One listener also mentioned that some differences might be revealed if the EQIII 
with this technique is applied to all tracks in a session. 

LISTENER SCORE (x) TRIALS (n) PERCENT CHI-SQUARED 0 of 2 1 of 2 2 of 2
Test subject 1 18 36 50,0 % 0,000 3. 12. 3.
Test subject 2 20 36 55,6 % 0,444 4. 8. 6.
Test subject 3 17 36 47,2 % 0,111 4. 11. 3.
Test subject 4 23 36 63,9 % 2,778 2. 9. 7.
Test subject 5 19 36 52,8 % 0,111 4. 9. 5.
Test subject 6 17 36 47,2 % 0,111 4. 11. 3.
Test subject 7 13 36 36,1 % 2,778 7. 9. 2.
Test subject 8 18 36 50,0 % 0,000 2. 14. 2.
Test subject 9 13 36 36,1 % 2,778 8. 7. 3.
Test subject 10 16 36 44,4 % 0,444 5. 10. 3.
Test subject 11 22 36 61,1 % 1,778 2. 10. 6.
Test subject 12 20 36 55,6 % 0,444 2. 12. 4.
Test subject 13 19 36 52,8 % 0,111 6. 5. 7.
Test subject 14 18 36 50,0 % 0,000 3. 12. 3.
Test subject 15 20 36 55,6 % 0,444 3. 10. 5.
Test subject 16 20 36 55,6 % 0,444 2. 12. 4.
Test subject 17 14 36 38,9 % 1,778 7. 8. 3.
Test subject 18 13 36 36,1 % 2,778 8. 7. 3.
Test subject 19 18 36 50,0 % 0,000 4. 10. 4.
Test subject 20 19 36 52,8 % 0,111 4. 9. 5.
Total 357 720 49,6 % 0,05 - - -
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3. Were there any audible artifacts that affected your decisions? 

This third question was most commonly answered with a simple “no” except for a few cases but no 
specifications were mentioned. 

Comments:  

A predominant number of listeners said that the test was very difficult because of the small 
differences in every trial. In conclusion most of the listeners said that the differences they heard 
were predominantly in the higher frequency range. 
 Even though some listeners claimed to have heard a difference between A and B and that it at 
some times had to do with an impression of an “analog feel” it can not be proven that they actually 
did and also the results in the tables above says that they did not. A lot more data is needed to make 
any conclusion about if they gave the right answer to those trials where they said they heard a 
difference.
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Application and further research 

This research is not about which of the compared equalizer plug-in that is the best. It is simply 
about if it is possible to achieve the same sonic goal you have when choosing to operate your mix 
with an equalizer plug-in that implicates to emulate classic analog equipment by using a more 
standard kind of digital parametric equalizer. The Digidesign EQIII was chosen since it is 
incorporated with Avid Pro Tools that is the standard DAW on the market today. It can of course be 
of interest to try out the same method that is presented here with equalizers incorporated in other 
DAW’s, such as Apples Logic, MOTU’s Digital Performer or Steinberg’s Cubase for instance. Why 
it is interesting to focus on the equalizer that comes with the installation of a DAW’s is the fact that 
you might find yourself working at various workstations from time to time apart from your own. 
Every engineer have their own workflow and plug-ins such as those experimented with here to help 
to keep up the speed with easy access to a specific sound. This is of course of great importance. You 
should use whatever equipment and tools that you find necessary and need. But if you find yourself 
at someones else’s computer or in some other studio than you own and need to get the work done 
NOW and a specific sound is required, i.e. the sound of a Neve equalizer, by knowing your sonic 
goal, the “Neve sound”, you might be able to reach it anyway. To not let your tools set the limit of 
what is possible to achieve sound wise can be a big advantage. Analyze and have a closer look at 
what your tools do and you might not only get better at using them but also at using other tools. 
 The analog features such as the ones incorporated in these emulating plug-ins seem to have 
a lot to do with the constructions of the filters and how they act, which is something that can be 
revealed by frequency response analysis and thereby transferred (“a transfer function, is a transfer 
function, is a transfer function...” [1]) and reproduced by another equalizer, provided that its 
parameters are operable enough. However this research may have had another outcome if other 
plug-ins by another manufacturer had been used. Also the matter, not discussed in detail in this 
research, of the possibility to turn the analog function on and off (tested during the experiment 
2.1.6) without any audible difference appearing may be different using other plug-ins. But still the 
results found here says something about that engineers probably can achieve more sounds than they 
believe they can using tools they do not expect to be able to achieve them. Another tool used for 
this research apart from the Digidesign EQIII and Waves equalizer plug-ins was the Waves Q-clone. 
Its use as a measuring tool for the frequency responses seems to have worked out well but of course 
there are other more exact and complex utilities and methods for that. Phase relations is one thing 
that it is said to be correcting by itself which may be why that did not appear as a problem but how 
it really works is a mystery untold. Another utility for the measuring of frequency responses may 
give a better and more detailed view. Still the Q-clone can be considered to work out just fine since 
the outcome of the experiment and listening test shows that equal frequency responses could be 
created using it. The frequency responses may not be completely indistinguishable when measuring 
but maybe when listening. 
 Further research is of interest and the equalizer version of the frequency responses presented 
by EQIII ought to be tried to be created using other equalizers and for more bands. And more exact 
results can probably be given using more exact tools for the analysis. Phase relations for example 
were not taken any notice to. But still the results show that if there is any issue with that, it probably 
do not matter for the user anyhow since it seem be inaudible. 
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4.2 Conclusion 

For this research the area of equalizers is narrowed down to only hi-shelving filters so nothing can 
really be said about other bands but it is however possible that the same method can be applied 
there as well. Further research in that area ought to give the answer to that question. However it is 
clearly shown in these results that a difference, at least in this case, is inaudible. So the theory, that 
was set out to be tested, that two indistinguishable frequency responses give the same sounding 
result even if they are created with to different equalizer seem to be legit. [1]  
 These results are based upon a test that consisted of a ABX-test (two-comparison forced 
choice) with a total of 20 participants and 18 unique stimulus that were repeated twice. Motivated 
by the high amount of trials and amount of data the analysis was done by using the recommended 
Chi-Squared table and formula. The results found in this research and its application area is of 
highest relevance for the music production mixing engineers who wants to use the character and 
workflow of the emulated analog gear within the digital mixing domain. 
 In the process of creating stimulus the frequency responses of the emulating equalizers were 
measured and resembling frequency responses were shaped thereafter using EQIII. The achieved 
result is appreciated to be sufficiently similar since none of the participants can be proven to have 
heard any differences under the conditions set for the ABX-test. So the alternative hypothesis is 
rejected and the null hypothesis that ”signal A sounds the same as signal B” is accepted and the 
participants choices are considered to have been random. However, this research can not take 
account for what the outcome will if the same procedure is carried out using other emulation plug-
ins. That is however a subject for further research. 
 The analog warmth and feel that these plug-ins are described to have by their manufacturer 
is however not denied of its existence because of these results. It may surely be there, and also the 
plug-in may be equal to its fully analog advocate, but it is also possible to replicate with other tools 
without any audible difference. And you can always discuss whether something that can not be 
heard still affects the result but that is a hole other chapter to the matter.  
 So can we get along without these analog features in our plug-ins? In many ways we 
probably can knowing what sonic goals we have as audio engineers. At least when it comes to 
equalizers if just knowing how their filters work which can be found out in other ways than 
measuring (manuals, internet forums e.t.c.). If you are able to know an equalizer by its sound you 
could very well be able to reproduce it yourself using other tools. And for a generation of audio 
engineers who has grown up using computers as their workstations and who might never have been 
near any analog gear, to them it may not even matter how the interface is constructed.  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6. Appendix 

6.1 Appendix: EQIII Settings Result 
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6.2 The Survey 
Kära lyssningstest deltagare!

Det glädjer mig att du vill delta i detta lyssningstest som är en del av mitt examensarbete  som 
student här på ljudteknikerprogrammet i Piteå. Testet är av typen two-comparison forced choice A/
B/X test som ska visa huruvida två olika ljudexempel håller samma kvalitét eller ej. I detta fallet 
gäller det olika typer och märken av digitala equalizer plug-ins vars inställningar har justerats så att 
deras frekvenssvar matchar varandra. 

Du kommer i varje försök att få lyssna till tre stycken ljudexempel: A, B och X 
X är din referens och någon utav A eller B kommer att vara exakt samma som X, en s.k. “hidden 
reference”. Det är just detta som du ska svara på! 

När du gjort testet får du gärna svara på frågorna nedan. 

Lycka till! 

/Simon 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Frågor

1. Upplevde du någon gång att en känsla av analog värme eller naturligheten avgjorde vilken av A 
eller B som var samma som X?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

2. Tror du att den hörbara skillnaden mellan alternativen A och B (om du upplevde någon) är så 
stor att den spelar någon egentlig roll vid en mixning av en musikproduktion?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

3. Var det några hörbara artifakter så påverkade dina beslut?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Övriga kommentarer:
______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
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